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international bestseller set in eighteenth century france the classic
novel that provokes a terrifying examination of what happens when one man
s indulgence in his greatest passion his sense of smell leads to murder
in the slums of eighteenth century france the infant jean baptiste
grenouille is born with one sublime gift an absolute sense of smell as a
boy he lives to decipher the odors of paris and apprentices himself to a
prominent perfumer who teaches him the ancient art of mixing precious
oils and herbs but grenouille s genius is such that he is not satisfied
to stop there and he becomes obsessed with capturing the smells of
objects such as brass doorknobs and fresh cut wood then one day he
catches a hint of a scent that will drive him on an ever more terrifying
quest to create the ultimate perfume the scent of a beautiful young
virgin told with dazzling narrative brilliance perfume is a hauntingly
powerful tale of murder and sensual depravity translated from the german
by john e woods one night in november 2002 pc billy tyler is called to a
mortuary in suffolk to guard the body of a notorious child killer but in
the eerie silence of the hospital the killer s presence begins to assert
itself a vivid evocation of an extraordinary moment in crime history
death of a murderer is a dark and gripping meditation on the fears and
temptations that haunt us all perfume takes place in eighteenth century
france and is about a man jean baptiste grenouille who had no scent of
his own but had been gifted with the most extraordinary sense of smell
jean baptiste grenouille was born in 1738 in paris in the most horrid
conditions and was abandoned by his mother brought up by a succession of
wet nurses he started working for a tanner who when grenouille was
thirteen allowed him to go out and wander around the streets of paris for
one hour every day it was then that grenouille started his quest for the
perfect smell and with it began his reign of terror an intricate and
brilliantly written psychiatric perspective on the most perplexing of
crimes kerry daynes author of the dark side of the mind beautifully
written and very dark nimco ali obe whodunnit doesn t matter so much not
to a forensic psychiatrist we re more interested in the why in his twenty
six years in the field richard taylor has worked on well over a hundred
murder cases with victims and perpetrators from all walks of life in this
fascinating memoir taylor draws on some of the most tragic horrific and
illuminating of these cases as well as dark secrets from his own family s
past to explore some of the questions he grapples with every day why do
people kill does committing a monstrous act make someone a monster could
any of us in the wrong circumstances become a killer as taylor helps us
understand what lies inside the minds of those charged with murder both
prisoners he has assessed and patients he has treated he presents us with
the most important challenge of all how can we even begin to comprehend
the darkest of human deeds and why it is so vital that we try the mind of
a murderer is a fascinating exploration into the psyche of killers as
well as a unique insight into the life and mind of the doctor who treats
them for fans of unnatural causes the examined life and all that remains
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more praise for the mind of a murderer a fascinating insight into what
drives criminality and a punchy polemic against mental health service
cuts jake kerridge sunday telegraph a fascinating well written and
compelling account of the mental state in homicide alisdair williamson
tls a dark fascinating and often surprising glimpse into the minds of
those who kill from a forensic psychiatrist who s seen it all rob
williams writer of bbc s the victim an excellent engaging and honest book
full of interesting powerful and important observations alison liebling
professor of criminology and criminal justice university of cambridge
this collection from the acclaimed south korean author is filled with the
kind of sublime galvanizing stories that strike like a lightning bolt
nylon diary of a murderer captivates and provokes in equal measure
exploring what it means to be on the edge between life and death good and
evil in the titular novella a former serial killer suffering from memory
loss sets his sights on one final target his daughter s boyfriend who he
suspects is also a serial killer in other stories we witness an affair
between two childhood friends that questions the limits of loyalty and
love a family s disintegration after a baby son is kidnapped and
recovered years later and a wild erotic ride about pursuing creativity at
the expense of everything else from one of south korea s best and most
worldly writers npr diary of a murderer is a chillingly entertaining ride
kim is expert at finding the humanity inside the other the comedy inside
the tragedy and the twisted within the seemingly normal crimereads an
exiled russian spy shares his dramatic life story from a paris restaurant
in this novel by the author of the radetzky march in a russian restaurant
on paris s left bank russian exile golubchik alternately fascinates and
horrifies a rapt audience with a wild story of collaboration deception
and murder in the days leading up to the russian revolution praise for
confession of a murderer worthy to sit beside conrad s and dostoevsky s
excursions into the twisted world of secret agents joseph roth is one of
the great writers in german of this century and this novel is a fine
introduction to this view of intrigue necessity and moral doubt the times
london a truly astonishing murder mystery this is proper journalism
jeremy clarkson following a long investigation by the world famous sunday
times insight team david collins tells the truly unique story of a string
of murder suicides in north west england and poses the terrifying
question are they the work of a serial killer who has been operating
undetected since the mid nineties in 1996 and 1999 two elderly couples
died in the small town of wilmslow cheshire in each case the husband was
blamed for turning berserk and killing his wife using a horrifying level
of violence the police failed to make a link between the deaths despite
the similarities that might have been the end of the matter but when two
coroner s officers began to piece together the evidence it revealed a
pattern which may prove the existence of a sadistic attacker known as the
silver killer using interviews with dozens of witnesses including police
investigators forensic and crime scene experts coroner s officers and
family members the author pieces together the clues in an attempt to
solve the mystery of what really happened a gripping true crime
investigation the book reveals how suspicions were aroused and set
investigators on a new trail to uncover the truth collins whose reporting
helped the police to convict the serial killer levi bellfield of killing
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milly dowler has written a brilliant account of a crime that nearly went
undiscovered which is sure to become a classic of the genre �������� ���
��� � �� ������ ��������������� ������������ ��� �����������������������
���� ��������������������������� ������������������������� ��������������
��������������������������������� ���������������� ������ ���������������
� ������������ ������������ ���� ��������������������� kim byeongsu is
losing his mind quite literally he keeps forgetting the little things in
life like basic words whether or not he has a dog the last time he killed
someone in his prime byeongsu was one of the best murderers around
spending years obsessively trying to perfect his technique only killing
in the pursuit of artistry and then he gave it all up to be a dedicated
father to his adopted daughter eunhui now though suffering from the onset
of dementia he decides to come out of retirement one last time and for
one final target his daughter s boyfriend who he believes is a serial
killer just like him after all it takes one to know one in other dark and
glittering tales an affair between two childhood friends questions the
limits of loyalty and love a family disintegrates after a baby son is
kidnapped and recovered years later and a wild erotic pursuit of
creativity might just come at the expense of all sanity filled with the
kind of sublime galvanizing stories that strike like a lightning bolt
searing your nerves nylon after decades in prison for crimes gruesomely
familiar to everyone in england a murderer has finally died of natural
causes no less notorious in death than she was in life billy tyler a
career policeman has been assigned the task of guarding her body in the
hospital morgue but alone on a graveyard shift his wife begged him not
accept billy has occasion to contemplate the various turns his life has
taken and to discover why it is that on this dark night of the soul the
reviled murderer seems to speak to him directly death of a murderer is a
gripping novel of crime punishment fear and temptation for the twentieth
anniversary of the start of the matthew bartholomew series sphere is
delighted to reissue all of the medieval monk s cases with beautiful new
series style covers the winter of 1353 has been appallingly wet there is
a fever outbreak amongst the poorer townspeople and the country is not
yet fully recovered from the aftermath of the plague the increasing
reputation and wealth of the cambridge colleges are causing dangerous
tensions between the town church and university matthew bartholomew is
called to look into the deaths of three members of the university of who
died from drinking poisoned wine and soon he stumbles upon criminal
activities that implicate his relatives friends and colleagues so he must
solve the case before matters in the town get out of hand on st
scholastica s day in february 1355 oxford explodes in one of the most
serious riots of its turbulent history fearing for their lives the
scholars flee the city and some choose the university at cambridge as
their temporary refuge however they don t remain safe for long within
hours of their arrival the first of their number dies followed quickly by
a second when bartholomew and brother michael begin to investigate the
deaths they uncover evidence that the oxford riot was not a case of
random violence but part of a carefully orchestrated plot with the
archbishop of canterbury about to honour cambridge with a visitation and
a close colleague accused of a series of murders bartholomew is certain
he didn t commit the race is on to solve the riddles and bring a ruthless
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killer to justice book 2 in the jameson argenti detective series set in
nineteenth century new york what goes through the mind of a killer when
they commit murder what motivates someone to take a life how do murderers
remember their lives and crimes with unprecedented access to high
security prisons all around the country the creators of netflix s i am a
killer set out to get answers to these questions by talking to the
killers themselves most of the killers will die in prison but each one
speaks openly about their pasts and their crimes additional interviews
with the families of both perpetrators and victims and the law
enforcement officials who worked the cases reveal the constellations of
factors that lead to violent crimes each profile features exclusive
photographs documents and commentary from the documentary producers to
give a detailed and balanced account of the crime leaving it up to
readers to decide what was right this unique history of the last 100
years of criminal psychology shares insights about infamous murderers
from the psychiatrists and other trained psychological professionals who
analyzed and treated them the mind of a murderer privileged access to the
demons that drive extreme violence presents a series of cases in which a
psychiatrist psychologist or counselor gained privileged access to a mass
or serial murderer going beyond the typical mental assessment to learn
more about criminal behavior through their work readers are granted a
unique view of criminology and a better understanding of the criminal
mind the book opens with the earliest professional observations of
criminals in the late 19th century and goes on to explore the rudimentary
behavioral profiling and case analysis of the early 20th century it shows
how by the 1960s and 1970s behavioral professionals recognized the need
for intense study of extreme offenders and got close to the likes of
richard speck john wayne gacy and ted bundy to gain a fuller picture of
their psychological development finally readers learn how today s
behavioral professionals rely on neurobiological correlates to assess
predatory impulsive and addictive behavior on the eve of the muslim
festival of eid narguiss who never wanted anything to do with politics is
more preoccupied with family problems than with the radio news of
kidnappings and murders nearby leia januário and their young daughter are
caught up in the pleasure and security of finally finding a flat of their
own while mena who was once the beauty of her village overhears her
husband plotting murder before dawn these innocent people seeking to lead
peaceful lives are thrown together in a vicious conspiracy to infiltrate
and destabilise mozambique skilfully weaving together present events and
age old traditions through narrative snapshots lília momplé gives us in
the drama of a few short hours an insight into the consequences of
mozambique s complex history the best person to understand a serial
killer is one of his victims meet dr olivia winter i was hooked from the
first page mind blowing and gripping i am eagerly awaiting the next
instalment angela marsons chilling unnerving and pacey john marrs william
gilmore simms s 1806 1870 body of work a sweeping fictional portrait of
the colonial and antebellum south in all its regional diversity with its
literary and intellectual issues is probably more comprehensive than any
other nineteenth century southern author simms s career began with a
short novel martin faber published in 1833 this gothic tale is
reminiscent of james hogg s confessions of a sinner and was written four
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years before edgar allan poe s william wilson narrated in the first
person it is considered a pioneering examination of criminal psychology
martin seduces then murders emily so that he might marry another woman
constance martin confesses to his friend and is killed after attempting
to stab constance when she visits him in jail the book was immediately
successful and was well received by the northern media thus starting
simms s successful career as a writer one that would rank him as the only
major southern literary figure besides poe before the civil war as with
other volumes in the arkansas edition of simms s work this volume
includes a critical introduction by the editor and a simms chronology as
well as appendices dealing with textual matters this edition also
includes simms s 1829 story confessions of a murderer which was the germ
for his first book of fiction for the twentieth anniversary of the start
of the matthew bartholomew series sphere is delighted to reissue all of
the medieval monk s cases with beautiful new series style covers the
winter of 1353 has been appallingly wet there is a fever outbreak amongst
the poorer townspeople and the country is not yet fully recovered from
the aftermath of the plague the increasing reputation and wealth of the
cambridge colleges are causing dangerous tensions between the town church
and university matthew bartholomew is called to look into the deaths of
three members of the university of who died from drinking poisoned wine
and soon he stumbles upon criminal activities that implicate his
relatives friends and colleagues so he must solve the case before matters
in the town get out of hand on st scholastica s day in february 1355
oxford explodes in one of the most serious riots of its turbulent history
fearing for their lives the scholars flee the city and some choose the
university at cambridge as their temporary refuge however they don t
remain safe for long within hours of their arrival the first of their
number dies followed quickly by a second when bartholomew and brother
michael begin to investigate the deaths they uncover evidence that the
oxford riot was not a case of random violence but part of a carefully
orchestrated plot with the archbishop of canterbury about to honour
cambridge with a visitation and a close colleague accused of a series of
murders bartholomew is certain he didn t commit the race is on to solve
the riddles and bring a ruthless killer to justice an astonishing
portrait of a murderer and his complex relationship with a crusading
journalist michael ross was a serial killer who raped and murdered eight
young women between 1981 and 1984 and several years ago the state of
connecticut put him to death his crimes were horrific and he paid the
ultimate price for them when journalist martha elliott first heard of
ross she learned what the world knew of him that he had been a master at
hiding in plain sight elliott a staunch critic of the death penalty was
drawn to the case when the connecticut supreme court overturned ross s
six death sentences rather than fight for his life ross requested that he
be executed because he didn t want the families of his victims to suffer
through a new trial elliott was intrigued and sought an interview the two
began a weekly conversation that developed into an odd form of friendship
that lasted over a decade until ross s last moments on earth over the
course of his twenty years in prison ross had come to embrace faith for
the first time in his life he had also undergone extensive medical
treatment the michael ross whom elliott knew seemed to be a different man
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from the monster who was capable of such heinous crimes this michael ross
made it his mission to share his story with elliott in the hopes that it
would save lives he was her partner in unlocking the mystery of his own
evil in the man in the monster martha elliott gives us a groundbreaking
look into the life and motivation of a serial killer drawing on a decade
of conversations and letters between ross and the author readers are
given an in depth view of a killer s innermost thoughts and secrets
revealing the human face of a monster without ignoring the horrors of his
crimes elliott takes us deep into a world of court hearings tomblike
prisons lawyers hell bent to kill or to save and families ravaged by love
and hate this is the personal story of a journalist who came to know
herself in ways she could never have imagined when she opened the
notebook for that first interview praise for the man in the monster
elliott s harrowing story pulls off something brilliant and new elliott
peered into the mind of a serial killer by becoming his friend a
narrative that is riveting honest and devastating jack hitt author of
bunch of amateurs a search for the american character martha elliott
takes us inside the mind of serial killer and rapist michael ross elliott
spent ten years getting to know the man behind the monster and the pace
of her book is as fast and merciless as a thriller rebecca tinsley author
of when the stars fall to earth i jeronimus am a man of phials a measurer
of powders on bronze scales a potion brewer an opium and arsenic merchant
the primped and perfumed amsterdam burghers came to me in droves
requiring cures for fevers love balms the miscarriage of a bastard child
and of course poisons ah poisons the company is based on the true story
of a dutch east india flagship the batavia which foundered off the coast
of western australia in 1629 jeronimus cornelisz a thirty year old
apothecary with murder mutiny rape and torture on his mind assumes
command of the survivors who all thought they were lucky to be alive with
cornelisz in control however an extraordinary reign of terror begins
leaving those who survived wishing they had gone down with the ship
elegant and hypnotically malevolent kate grenville winner of the orange
prize 2001 a compelling and utterly original story of shipwreck madness
and evil it is written in gorgeous prose and features a splendidly
ruthless villain a fine dark novel patrick mcgrath attending the death of
a quaker on a freezing winter afternoon in 1667 printer s apprentice lucy
campion is shocked to hear that he was deliberately injured because of a
recently uncovered secret by the author of a murder at rosamund s gate
the rise of the nazis through the eyes of a schoolboy whose headmaster is
the father of nazi chief heinrich himmler the author a well known anti
nazi who spent time in a concentration camp portrays old man himmler as
disapproving of his son with their childhood hometown of brooksville long
island becoming nothing but a memory the fast paced lifestyle of
manhattan begins to take a toll on the shaww family an unexpected tragedy
suddenly changes the fate of the shaww s simultaneously causing their
family to divide tragedy murder and the need for conviction results in
connor parker planning their seek for revenge however with confrontation
taking place the boys become unfamiliar with not only themselves but also
the civilians of new york city resulting in them doing whatever to
whomever they feel needs to be punished for the unsolved actions of a new
york city murderer unlock the more straightforward side of perfume the
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story of a murderer with this concise and insightful summary and analysis
this engaging summary presents an analysis of perfume the story of a
murderer by patrick süskind which follows the life of jean baptiste
grenouille who is shunned and rejected by society in spite of his
incredible talent as a perfume maker what no one knows is that his own
sense of smell is supernaturally acute and that he is willing to go to
any lengths necessary to create the perfect fragrance perfume the story
of a murderer is an internationally acclaimed bestseller which has been
translated into more than 40 languages and was adapted into a film
starring ben whishaw in 2006 in addition to penning several novels
patrick süskind has also worked as a screenwriter for a number of
television series find out everything you need to know about perfume the
story of a murderer in a fraction of the time this in depth and
informative reading guide brings you a complete plot summary character
studies key themes and symbols questions for further reflection why
choose brightsummaries com available in print and digital format our
publications are designed to accompany you in your reading journey the
clear and concise style makes for easy understanding providing the
perfect opportunity to improve your literary knowledge in no time see the
very best of literature in a whole new light with brightsummaries com a
teenage sociopath is fixed after he gets an implant that s supposed to
cure him in this thrilling coming of age tale from the author of willful
machines a year ago rem braithwaite watched his classmate franklin kettle
commit a horrific crime now apart from the nightmares life has gone back
to normal for rem franklin was caught convicted and put away in juvenile
detention for what he did the ordeal seems to be over until rem s mother
selects franklin as a test subject for an experimental brain procedure
intended to cure him of his cruel and violent impulses suddenly rem s
memories of that day start coming back to the surface his nightmares
become worse than ever plus he has serious doubts about whether his
mother s procedure will even work can evil really just be turned off then
as part of franklin s follow up testing he and rem are brought face to
face and rem discovers franklin does seem different despite everything
rem finds himself becoming friends with franklin maybe even something
more than friends but when another of their classmates turns up dead rem
s world turns upside down yet again franklin insists that he s innocent
that he s cured but rem doesn t know what to believe is someone else
responsible for this new murder or is franklin fated to stay a monster
forever and can rem find out the answer to this question before the
killer whoever it is comes after him too divdiva frightening confession
leads a priest to hunt down a murderer in grand master of crime fiction
dorothy salisbury davis s bestselling novel which critic anthony boucher
called one of the best detective stories of modern times div on a hot
saturday night in manhattan father duffy sits in a confessional growing
alarmed as he listens to the voice of a distraught young man who speaks
of bloody hair and a dead woman and a compulsion to do things with a
hammer that he does not understand before the priest can persuade the man
to confess to the police the killer flees still clutching the hammer div
the next day father duffy learns that a high class call girl on the east
side has been savagely murdered and no suspect has been found as he
searches for the disturbed young man who he fears will kill again
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cerebral new york police detective sergeant ben goldsmith takes the lead
in the investigation of the call girl murder racing against the clock to
catch a very clever killer who when enraged cannot control his need to
swing a hammer divdiv div div a man is hypnotized into gruesomely
murdering another man s wife hurling her body into the chasm at the foot
of coniston crag for which he is sentenced to death but after his
execution he exerts vengeance from beyond the grave p john russell fearn
1908 1960 was a british author and one of the first british writers to
appear in american pulp science fiction magazines always a highly
prolific author he published not only under his own name but also as
vargo statten and other pseudonyms including thornton ayre polton cross
geoffrey armstrong john cotton dennis clive ephriam winiki astron del
martia and others he remains best known for his long running golden
amazon saga at times these drew on the pulp traditions of edgar rice
burroughs fearn also wrote westerns and crime fiction winner of the 2017
edgar award for best fact crime book from the internationally bestselling
author a deeply researched and atmospheric murder mystery of late
victorian era london in the summer of 1895 robert coombes age 13 and his
brother nattie age 12 were seen spending lavishly around the docklands of
east london for ten days in july they ate out at coffee houses and took
trips to the seaside and the theater the boys told neighbors they had
been left home alone while their mother visited family in liverpool but
their aunt was suspicious when she eventually forced the brothers to open
the house to her she found the badly decomposed body of their mother in a
bedroom upstairs robert and nattie were arrested for matricide and sent
for trial at the old bailey robert confessed to having stabbed his mother
but his lawyers argued that he was insane nattie struck a plea and gave
evidence against his brother the court heard testimony about robert s
severe headaches his fascination with violent criminals and his passion
for penny dreadfuls the pulp fiction of the day he seemed to feel no
remorse for what he had done and neither the prosecution nor the defense
could find a motive for the murder the judge sentenced the thirteen year
old to detention in broadmoor the most infamous criminal lunatic asylum
in the land yet broadmoor turned out to be the beginning of a new life
for robert one that would have profoundly shocked anyone who thought they
understood the wicked boy at a time of great tumult and uncertainty
robert coombes s case crystallized contemporary anxieties about the
education of the working classes the dangers of pulp fiction and evolving
theories of criminality childhood and insanity with riveting detail and
rich atmosphere kate summerscale recreates this terrible crime and its
aftermath uncovering an extraordinary story of man s capacity to overcome
the past one of the wall street journal s best fiction books of 2011
england 1923 a gentleman critic named leslie shepherd tells the macabre
story of a gifted young composer charles jessold on the eve of his
revolutionary new opera s premiere jessold murders his wife and her lover
and then commits suicide in a scenario that strangely echoes the plot of
his opera which shepherd has helped to write the opera will never be
performed shepherd first shares his police testimony then recalls his
relationship with jessold in his role as critic biographer and friend and
with each retelling of the story significant new details cast light on
the identity of the real victim in jessold s tragedy this ambitiously
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intricate novel is set against a turbulent moment in music history when
atonal sounds first reverberated through the concert halls of europe just
as the continent readied itself for war what if jessold s opera was not
only a betrayal of shepherd but of england as well wesley stace has
crafted a dazzling story of counter melodies and counter narratives that
will keep you guessing to the end eugene milhizer a highly regarded
criminal law and procedure professor has written a thoughtful book about
michigan s most famous criminal trial of the 20th century people v
peterson and the book that brought the case its renown anatomy of a
murder penned by peterson s defense lawyer john voelker voelker a folksy
master storyteller probed the ethical and legal issues the trial turned
on and drew readers to consider these legal and ethical concerns in the
demanding context of a murder trial milhizer does the same but with a
more scholarly focus that repays the careful reader and helps us
appreciate more fully voelker s novel and the blockbuster movie of the
same name that came after the book s success the book and movie success
while unexpected by the very private voelker lead to an appointment to
the michigan supreme court where he served for several years before the
lure of the deep woods and waters as well as the ever elusive trout drew
him back to michigan s north country and the streams he loved as with
those he served with on the supreme court we who have served long after
him have admired his bracing writing and clear headed opinions professor
milhizer and his thoughtful analysis have added an additional dimension
to volker and this great trial clifford w taylorretired chief justice of
the michigan supreme court in 1974 dennis lynn rader stalked and murdered
a family of four in wichita kansas since adolescence he had read about
serial killers and imagined becoming one soon after killing the family he
murdered a young woman and then another until he had ten victims he named
himself b t k bind torture kill and wrote notes that terrorized the city
he remained on the loose for thirty years no one who knew him guessed his
dark secret he nearly got away with his crimes but in 2004 he began to
play risky games with the police he made a mistake when he was arrested
rader s family friends and coworkers were shocked to discover that b t k
had been among them going to work raising his children and acting normal
this case stands out both for the brutal treatment of victims and for the
ordinary public face that rader a church council president had shown to
the outside world through jailhouse visits telephone calls and written
correspondence katherine ramsland worked with rader himself to analyze
the layers of his psyche using his drawings letters interviews and rader
s unique codes she presents in meticulous detail the childhood roots and
development of one man s motivation to stalk torture and kill she reveals
aspects of the dark motivations of this most famous of living serial
killers that have never before been revealed in this book katherine
ramsland presents an intelligent original and rare glimpse into the
making of a serial killer and the potential darkness that lives next door
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Perfume 1986

international bestseller set in eighteenth century france the classic
novel that provokes a terrifying examination of what happens when one man
s indulgence in his greatest passion his sense of smell leads to murder
in the slums of eighteenth century france the infant jean baptiste
grenouille is born with one sublime gift an absolute sense of smell as a
boy he lives to decipher the odors of paris and apprentices himself to a
prominent perfumer who teaches him the ancient art of mixing precious
oils and herbs but grenouille s genius is such that he is not satisfied
to stop there and he becomes obsessed with capturing the smells of
objects such as brass doorknobs and fresh cut wood then one day he
catches a hint of a scent that will drive him on an ever more terrifying
quest to create the ultimate perfume the scent of a beautiful young
virgin told with dazzling narrative brilliance perfume is a hauntingly
powerful tale of murder and sensual depravity translated from the german
by john e woods

Death of a Murderer 2012-08-30

one night in november 2002 pc billy tyler is called to a mortuary in
suffolk to guard the body of a notorious child killer but in the eerie
silence of the hospital the killer s presence begins to assert itself a
vivid evocation of an extraordinary moment in crime history death of a
murderer is a dark and gripping meditation on the fears and temptations
that haunt us all

Autobiography of a Murderer 1997

perfume takes place in eighteenth century france and is about a man jean
baptiste grenouille who had no scent of his own but had been gifted with
the most extraordinary sense of smell jean baptiste grenouille was born
in 1738 in paris in the most horrid conditions and was abandoned by his
mother brought up by a succession of wet nurses he started working for a
tanner who when grenouille was thirteen allowed him to go out and wander
around the streets of paris for one hour every day it was then that
grenouille started his quest for the perfect smell and with it began his
reign of terror

Perfume 2007

an intricate and brilliantly written psychiatric perspective on the most
perplexing of crimes kerry daynes author of the dark side of the mind
beautifully written and very dark nimco ali obe whodunnit doesn t matter
so much not to a forensic psychiatrist we re more interested in the why
in his twenty six years in the field richard taylor has worked on well
over a hundred murder cases with victims and perpetrators from all walks
of life in this fascinating memoir taylor draws on some of the most
tragic horrific and illuminating of these cases as well as dark secrets
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from his own family s past to explore some of the questions he grapples
with every day why do people kill does committing a monstrous act make
someone a monster could any of us in the wrong circumstances become a
killer as taylor helps us understand what lies inside the minds of those
charged with murder both prisoners he has assessed and patients he has
treated he presents us with the most important challenge of all how can
we even begin to comprehend the darkest of human deeds and why it is so
vital that we try the mind of a murderer is a fascinating exploration
into the psyche of killers as well as a unique insight into the life and
mind of the doctor who treats them for fans of unnatural causes the
examined life and all that remains more praise for the mind of a murderer
a fascinating insight into what drives criminality and a punchy polemic
against mental health service cuts jake kerridge sunday telegraph a
fascinating well written and compelling account of the mental state in
homicide alisdair williamson tls a dark fascinating and often surprising
glimpse into the minds of those who kill from a forensic psychiatrist who
s seen it all rob williams writer of bbc s the victim an excellent
engaging and honest book full of interesting powerful and important
observations alison liebling professor of criminology and criminal
justice university of cambridge

PERFUME 2007-04-30

this collection from the acclaimed south korean author is filled with the
kind of sublime galvanizing stories that strike like a lightning bolt
nylon diary of a murderer captivates and provokes in equal measure
exploring what it means to be on the edge between life and death good and
evil in the titular novella a former serial killer suffering from memory
loss sets his sights on one final target his daughter s boyfriend who he
suspects is also a serial killer in other stories we witness an affair
between two childhood friends that questions the limits of loyalty and
love a family s disintegration after a baby son is kidnapped and
recovered years later and a wild erotic ride about pursuing creativity at
the expense of everything else from one of south korea s best and most
worldly writers npr diary of a murderer is a chillingly entertaining ride
kim is expert at finding the humanity inside the other the comedy inside
the tragedy and the twisted within the seemingly normal crimereads

The Story of A Murderer 2009-07-01

an exiled russian spy shares his dramatic life story from a paris
restaurant in this novel by the author of the radetzky march in a russian
restaurant on paris s left bank russian exile golubchik alternately
fascinates and horrifies a rapt audience with a wild story of
collaboration deception and murder in the days leading up to the russian
revolution praise for confession of a murderer worthy to sit beside
conrad s and dostoevsky s excursions into the twisted world of secret
agents joseph roth is one of the great writers in german of this century
and this novel is a fine introduction to this view of intrigue necessity
and moral doubt the times london
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The Mind of a Murderer 2021-01-21

a truly astonishing murder mystery this is proper journalism jeremy
clarkson following a long investigation by the world famous sunday times
insight team david collins tells the truly unique story of a string of
murder suicides in north west england and poses the terrifying question
are they the work of a serial killer who has been operating undetected
since the mid nineties in 1996 and 1999 two elderly couples died in the
small town of wilmslow cheshire in each case the husband was blamed for
turning berserk and killing his wife using a horrifying level of violence
the police failed to make a link between the deaths despite the
similarities that might have been the end of the matter but when two
coroner s officers began to piece together the evidence it revealed a
pattern which may prove the existence of a sadistic attacker known as the
silver killer using interviews with dozens of witnesses including police
investigators forensic and crime scene experts coroner s officers and
family members the author pieces together the clues in an attempt to
solve the mystery of what really happened a gripping true crime
investigation the book reveals how suspicions were aroused and set
investigators on a new trail to uncover the truth collins whose reporting
helped the police to convict the serial killer levi bellfield of killing
milly dowler has written a brilliant account of a crime that nearly went
undiscovered which is sure to become a classic of the genre

Diary of a Murderer 2019-04-16
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Confession of a Murderer 2002-12-31

kim byeongsu is losing his mind quite literally he keeps forgetting the
little things in life like basic words whether or not he has a dog the
last time he killed someone in his prime byeongsu was one of the best
murderers around spending years obsessively trying to perfect his
technique only killing in the pursuit of artistry and then he gave it all
up to be a dedicated father to his adopted daughter eunhui now though
suffering from the onset of dementia he decides to come out of retirement
one last time and for one final target his daughter s boyfriend who he
believes is a serial killer just like him after all it takes one to know
one in other dark and glittering tales an affair between two childhood
friends questions the limits of loyalty and love a family disintegrates
after a baby son is kidnapped and recovered years later and a wild erotic
pursuit of creativity might just come at the expense of all sanity filled
with the kind of sublime galvanizing stories that strike like a lightning
bolt searing your nerves nylon
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The Hunt for the Silver Killer 2022-05-26

after decades in prison for crimes gruesomely familiar to everyone in
england a murderer has finally died of natural causes no less notorious
in death than she was in life billy tyler a career policeman has been
assigned the task of guarding her body in the hospital morgue but alone
on a graveyard shift his wife begged him not accept billy has occasion to
contemplate the various turns his life has taken and to discover why it
is that on this dark night of the soul the reviled murderer seems to
speak to him directly death of a murderer is a gripping novel of crime
punishment fear and temptation

クラウス・ハーパニエミ 夢の風景 2019-03-07

for the twentieth anniversary of the start of the matthew bartholomew
series sphere is delighted to reissue all of the medieval monk s cases
with beautiful new series style covers the winter of 1353 has been
appallingly wet there is a fever outbreak amongst the poorer townspeople
and the country is not yet fully recovered from the aftermath of the
plague the increasing reputation and wealth of the cambridge colleges are
causing dangerous tensions between the town church and university matthew
bartholomew is called to look into the deaths of three members of the
university of who died from drinking poisoned wine and soon he stumbles
upon criminal activities that implicate his relatives friends and
colleagues so he must solve the case before matters in the town get out
of hand on st scholastica s day in february 1355 oxford explodes in one
of the most serious riots of its turbulent history fearing for their
lives the scholars flee the city and some choose the university at
cambridge as their temporary refuge however they don t remain safe for
long within hours of their arrival the first of their number dies
followed quickly by a second when bartholomew and brother michael begin
to investigate the deaths they uncover evidence that the oxford riot was
not a case of random violence but part of a carefully orchestrated plot
with the archbishop of canterbury about to honour cambridge with a
visitation and a close colleague accused of a series of murders
bartholomew is certain he didn t commit the race is on to solve the
riddles and bring a ruthless killer to justice

Diary of a Murderer 2020-01-02

book 2 in the jameson argenti detective series set in nineteenth century
new york

Death of a Murderer 2007-08-07

what goes through the mind of a killer when they commit murder what
motivates someone to take a life how do murderers remember their lives
and crimes with unprecedented access to high security prisons all around
the country the creators of netflix s i am a killer set out to get
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answers to these questions by talking to the killers themselves most of
the killers will die in prison but each one speaks openly about their
pasts and their crimes additional interviews with the families of both
perpetrators and victims and the law enforcement officials who worked the
cases reveal the constellations of factors that lead to violent crimes
each profile features exclusive photographs documents and commentary from
the documentary producers to give a detailed and balanced account of the
crime leaving it up to readers to decide what was right

The Mark Of A Murderer 2010-12-02

this unique history of the last 100 years of criminal psychology shares
insights about infamous murderers from the psychiatrists and other
trained psychological professionals who analyzed and treated them the
mind of a murderer privileged access to the demons that drive extreme
violence presents a series of cases in which a psychiatrist psychologist
or counselor gained privileged access to a mass or serial murderer going
beyond the typical mental assessment to learn more about criminal
behavior through their work readers are granted a unique view of
criminology and a better understanding of the criminal mind the book
opens with the earliest professional observations of criminals in the
late 19th century and goes on to explore the rudimentary behavioral
profiling and case analysis of the early 20th century it shows how by the
1960s and 1970s behavioral professionals recognized the need for intense
study of extreme offenders and got close to the likes of richard speck
john wayne gacy and ted bundy to gain a fuller picture of their
psychological development finally readers learn how today s behavioral
professionals rely on neurobiological correlates to assess predatory
impulsive and addictive behavior

Confession of A Murderer 1947

on the eve of the muslim festival of eid narguiss who never wanted
anything to do with politics is more preoccupied with family problems
than with the radio news of kidnappings and murders nearby leia januário
and their young daughter are caught up in the pleasure and security of
finally finding a flat of their own while mena who was once the beauty of
her village overhears her husband plotting murder before dawn these
innocent people seeking to lead peaceful lives are thrown together in a
vicious conspiracy to infiltrate and destabilise mozambique skilfully
weaving together present events and age old traditions through narrative
snapshots lília momplé gives us in the drama of a few short hours an
insight into the consequences of mozambique s complex history

A Different Kind of Cell: The Story of a
Murderer Who Became a Monk 2011

the best person to understand a serial killer is one of his victims meet
dr olivia winter i was hooked from the first page mind blowing and
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gripping i am eagerly awaiting the next instalment angela marsons
chilling unnerving and pacey john marrs

Diary of a Murderer 2014-08-07

william gilmore simms s 1806 1870 body of work a sweeping fictional
portrait of the colonial and antebellum south in all its regional
diversity with its literary and intellectual issues is probably more
comprehensive than any other nineteenth century southern author simms s
career began with a short novel martin faber published in 1833 this
gothic tale is reminiscent of james hogg s confessions of a sinner and
was written four years before edgar allan poe s william wilson narrated
in the first person it is considered a pioneering examination of criminal
psychology martin seduces then murders emily so that he might marry
another woman constance martin confesses to his friend and is killed
after attempting to stab constance when she visits him in jail the book
was immediately successful and was well received by the northern media
thus starting simms s successful career as a writer one that would rank
him as the only major southern literary figure besides poe before the
civil war as with other volumes in the arkansas edition of simms s work
this volume includes a critical introduction by the editor and a simms
chronology as well as appendices dealing with textual matters this
edition also includes simms s 1829 story confessions of a murderer which
was the germ for his first book of fiction

I Am a Killer 2023-09-05

for the twentieth anniversary of the start of the matthew bartholomew
series sphere is delighted to reissue all of the medieval monk s cases
with beautiful new series style covers the winter of 1353 has been
appallingly wet there is a fever outbreak amongst the poorer townspeople
and the country is not yet fully recovered from the aftermath of the
plague the increasing reputation and wealth of the cambridge colleges are
causing dangerous tensions between the town church and university matthew
bartholomew is called to look into the deaths of three members of the
university of who died from drinking poisoned wine and soon he stumbles
upon criminal activities that implicate his relatives friends and
colleagues so he must solve the case before matters in the town get out
of hand on st scholastica s day in february 1355 oxford explodes in one
of the most serious riots of its turbulent history fearing for their
lives the scholars flee the city and some choose the university at
cambridge as their temporary refuge however they don t remain safe for
long within hours of their arrival the first of their number dies
followed quickly by a second when bartholomew and brother michael begin
to investigate the deaths they uncover evidence that the oxford riot was
not a case of random violence but part of a carefully orchestrated plot
with the archbishop of canterbury about to honour cambridge with a
visitation and a close colleague accused of a series of murders
bartholomew is certain he didn t commit the race is on to solve the
riddles and bring a ruthless killer to justice
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The Mind of a Murderer 2011-02-02

an astonishing portrait of a murderer and his complex relationship with a
crusading journalist michael ross was a serial killer who raped and
murdered eight young women between 1981 and 1984 and several years ago
the state of connecticut put him to death his crimes were horrific and he
paid the ultimate price for them when journalist martha elliott first
heard of ross she learned what the world knew of him that he had been a
master at hiding in plain sight elliott a staunch critic of the death
penalty was drawn to the case when the connecticut supreme court
overturned ross s six death sentences rather than fight for his life ross
requested that he be executed because he didn t want the families of his
victims to suffer through a new trial elliott was intrigued and sought an
interview the two began a weekly conversation that developed into an odd
form of friendship that lasted over a decade until ross s last moments on
earth over the course of his twenty years in prison ross had come to
embrace faith for the first time in his life he had also undergone
extensive medical treatment the michael ross whom elliott knew seemed to
be a different man from the monster who was capable of such heinous
crimes this michael ross made it his mission to share his story with
elliott in the hopes that it would save lives he was her partner in
unlocking the mystery of his own evil in the man in the monster martha
elliott gives us a groundbreaking look into the life and motivation of a
serial killer drawing on a decade of conversations and letters between
ross and the author readers are given an in depth view of a killer s
innermost thoughts and secrets revealing the human face of a monster
without ignoring the horrors of his crimes elliott takes us deep into a
world of court hearings tomblike prisons lawyers hell bent to kill or to
save and families ravaged by love and hate this is the personal story of
a journalist who came to know herself in ways she could never have
imagined when she opened the notebook for that first interview praise for
the man in the monster elliott s harrowing story pulls off something
brilliant and new elliott peered into the mind of a serial killer by
becoming his friend a narrative that is riveting honest and devastating
jack hitt author of bunch of amateurs a search for the american character
martha elliott takes us inside the mind of serial killer and rapist
michael ross elliott spent ten years getting to know the man behind the
monster and the pace of her book is as fast and merciless as a thriller
rebecca tinsley author of when the stars fall to earth

Neighbours – The Story of a Murder 2012-10-01

i jeronimus am a man of phials a measurer of powders on bronze scales a
potion brewer an opium and arsenic merchant the primped and perfumed
amsterdam burghers came to me in droves requiring cures for fevers love
balms the miscarriage of a bastard child and of course poisons ah poisons
the company is based on the true story of a dutch east india flagship the
batavia which foundered off the coast of western australia in 1629
jeronimus cornelisz a thirty year old apothecary with murder mutiny rape
and torture on his mind assumes command of the survivors who all thought
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they were lucky to be alive with cornelisz in control however an
extraordinary reign of terror begins leaving those who survived wishing
they had gone down with the ship elegant and hypnotically malevolent kate
grenville winner of the orange prize 2001 a compelling and utterly
original story of shipwreck madness and evil it is written in gorgeous
prose and features a splendidly ruthless villain a fine dark novel
patrick mcgrath

The Mind of a Murderer (Dr Olivia Winter, Book
1) 2024-03-28

attending the death of a quaker on a freezing winter afternoon in 1667
printer s apprentice lucy campion is shocked to hear that he was
deliberately injured because of a recently uncovered secret by the author
of a murder at rosamund s gate

Martin Faber 2005-01-01

the rise of the nazis through the eyes of a schoolboy whose headmaster is
the father of nazi chief heinrich himmler the author a well known anti
nazi who spent time in a concentration camp portrays old man himmler as
disapproving of his son

The Mark Of A Murderer 2018-08-28

with their childhood hometown of brooksville long island becoming nothing
but a memory the fast paced lifestyle of manhattan begins to take a toll
on the shaww family an unexpected tragedy suddenly changes the fate of
the shaww s simultaneously causing their family to divide tragedy murder
and the need for conviction results in connor parker planning their seek
for revenge however with confrontation taking place the boys become
unfamiliar with not only themselves but also the civilians of new york
city resulting in them doing whatever to whomever they feel needs to be
punished for the unsolved actions of a new york city murderer

The Man in the Monster 2015-08-04

unlock the more straightforward side of perfume the story of a murderer
with this concise and insightful summary and analysis this engaging
summary presents an analysis of perfume the story of a murderer by
patrick süskind which follows the life of jean baptiste grenouille who is
shunned and rejected by society in spite of his incredible talent as a
perfume maker what no one knows is that his own sense of smell is
supernaturally acute and that he is willing to go to any lengths
necessary to create the perfect fragrance perfume the story of a murderer
is an internationally acclaimed bestseller which has been translated into
more than 40 languages and was adapted into a film starring ben whishaw
in 2006 in addition to penning several novels patrick süskind has also
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worked as a screenwriter for a number of television series find out
everything you need to know about perfume the story of a murderer in a
fraction of the time this in depth and informative reading guide brings
you a complete plot summary character studies key themes and symbols
questions for further reflection why choose brightsummaries com available
in print and digital format our publications are designed to accompany
you in your reading journey the clear and concise style makes for easy
understanding providing the perfect opportunity to improve your literary
knowledge in no time see the very best of literature in a whole new light
with brightsummaries com

Confessions of a Murderer 1938

a teenage sociopath is fixed after he gets an implant that s supposed to
cure him in this thrilling coming of age tale from the author of willful
machines a year ago rem braithwaite watched his classmate franklin kettle
commit a horrific crime now apart from the nightmares life has gone back
to normal for rem franklin was caught convicted and put away in juvenile
detention for what he did the ordeal seems to be over until rem s mother
selects franklin as a test subject for an experimental brain procedure
intended to cure him of his cruel and violent impulses suddenly rem s
memories of that day start coming back to the surface his nightmares
become worse than ever plus he has serious doubts about whether his
mother s procedure will even work can evil really just be turned off then
as part of franklin s follow up testing he and rem are brought face to
face and rem discovers franklin does seem different despite everything
rem finds himself becoming friends with franklin maybe even something
more than friends but when another of their classmates turns up dead rem
s world turns upside down yet again franklin insists that he s innocent
that he s cured but rem doesn t know what to believe is someone else
responsible for this new murder or is franklin fated to stay a monster
forever and can rem find out the answer to this question before the
killer whoever it is comes after him too

The Company 2012-07-26

divdiva frightening confession leads a priest to hunt down a murderer in
grand master of crime fiction dorothy salisbury davis s bestselling novel
which critic anthony boucher called one of the best detective stories of
modern times div on a hot saturday night in manhattan father duffy sits
in a confessional growing alarmed as he listens to the voice of a
distraught young man who speaks of bloody hair and a dead woman and a
compulsion to do things with a hammer that he does not understand before
the priest can persuade the man to confess to the police the killer flees
still clutching the hammer div the next day father duffy learns that a
high class call girl on the east side has been savagely murdered and no
suspect has been found as he searches for the disturbed young man who he
fears will kill again cerebral new york police detective sergeant ben
goldsmith takes the lead in the investigation of the call girl murder
racing against the clock to catch a very clever killer who when enraged
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cannot control his need to swing a hammer divdiv div div

The Masque of a Murderer 2015-04-14

a man is hypnotized into gruesomely murdering another man s wife hurling
her body into the chasm at the foot of coniston crag for which he is
sentenced to death but after his execution he exerts vengeance from
beyond the grave p john russell fearn 1908 1960 was a british author and
one of the first british writers to appear in american pulp science
fiction magazines always a highly prolific author he published not only
under his own name but also as vargo statten and other pseudonyms
including thornton ayre polton cross geoffrey armstrong john cotton
dennis clive ephriam winiki astron del martia and others he remains best
known for his long running golden amazon saga at times these drew on the
pulp traditions of edgar rice burroughs fearn also wrote westerns and
crime fiction

The Father of a Murderer 1994

winner of the 2017 edgar award for best fact crime book from the
internationally bestselling author a deeply researched and atmospheric
murder mystery of late victorian era london in the summer of 1895 robert
coombes age 13 and his brother nattie age 12 were seen spending lavishly
around the docklands of east london for ten days in july they ate out at
coffee houses and took trips to the seaside and the theater the boys told
neighbors they had been left home alone while their mother visited family
in liverpool but their aunt was suspicious when she eventually forced the
brothers to open the house to her she found the badly decomposed body of
their mother in a bedroom upstairs robert and nattie were arrested for
matricide and sent for trial at the old bailey robert confessed to having
stabbed his mother but his lawyers argued that he was insane nattie
struck a plea and gave evidence against his brother the court heard
testimony about robert s severe headaches his fascination with violent
criminals and his passion for penny dreadfuls the pulp fiction of the day
he seemed to feel no remorse for what he had done and neither the
prosecution nor the defense could find a motive for the murder the judge
sentenced the thirteen year old to detention in broadmoor the most
infamous criminal lunatic asylum in the land yet broadmoor turned out to
be the beginning of a new life for robert one that would have profoundly
shocked anyone who thought they understood the wicked boy at a time of
great tumult and uncertainty robert coombes s case crystallized
contemporary anxieties about the education of the working classes the
dangers of pulp fiction and evolving theories of criminality childhood
and insanity with riveting detail and rich atmosphere kate summerscale
recreates this terrible crime and its aftermath uncovering an
extraordinary story of man s capacity to overcome the past
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How to Kill a Murderer 2017-10-16

one of the wall street journal s best fiction books of 2011 england 1923
a gentleman critic named leslie shepherd tells the macabre story of a
gifted young composer charles jessold on the eve of his revolutionary new
opera s premiere jessold murders his wife and her lover and then commits
suicide in a scenario that strangely echoes the plot of his opera which
shepherd has helped to write the opera will never be performed shepherd
first shares his police testimony then recalls his relationship with
jessold in his role as critic biographer and friend and with each
retelling of the story significant new details cast light on the identity
of the real victim in jessold s tragedy this ambitiously intricate novel
is set against a turbulent moment in music history when atonal sounds
first reverberated through the concert halls of europe just as the
continent readied itself for war what if jessold s opera was not only a
betrayal of shepherd but of england as well wesley stace has crafted a
dazzling story of counter melodies and counter narratives that will keep
you guessing to the end

Perfume: The Story of a Murderer by Patrick
Süskind (Book Analysis) 2016-10-20

eugene milhizer a highly regarded criminal law and procedure professor
has written a thoughtful book about michigan s most famous criminal trial
of the 20th century people v peterson and the book that brought the case
its renown anatomy of a murder penned by peterson s defense lawyer john
voelker voelker a folksy master storyteller probed the ethical and legal
issues the trial turned on and drew readers to consider these legal and
ethical concerns in the demanding context of a murder trial milhizer does
the same but with a more scholarly focus that repays the careful reader
and helps us appreciate more fully voelker s novel and the blockbuster
movie of the same name that came after the book s success the book and
movie success while unexpected by the very private voelker lead to an
appointment to the michigan supreme court where he served for several
years before the lure of the deep woods and waters as well as the ever
elusive trout drew him back to michigan s north country and the streams
he loved as with those he served with on the supreme court we who have
served long after him have admired his bracing writing and clear headed
opinions professor milhizer and his thoughtful analysis have added an
additional dimension to volker and this great trial clifford w
taylorretired chief justice of the michigan supreme court

Diary of a Murderer 2014

in 1974 dennis lynn rader stalked and murdered a family of four in
wichita kansas since adolescence he had read about serial killers and
imagined becoming one soon after killing the family he murdered a young
woman and then another until he had ten victims he named himself b t k
bind torture kill and wrote notes that terrorized the city he remained on
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the loose for thirty years no one who knew him guessed his dark secret he
nearly got away with his crimes but in 2004 he began to play risky games
with the police he made a mistake when he was arrested rader s family
friends and coworkers were shocked to discover that b t k had been among
them going to work raising his children and acting normal this case
stands out both for the brutal treatment of victims and for the ordinary
public face that rader a church council president had shown to the
outside world through jailhouse visits telephone calls and written
correspondence katherine ramsland worked with rader himself to analyze
the layers of his psyche using his drawings letters interviews and rader
s unique codes she presents in meticulous detail the childhood roots and
development of one man s motivation to stalk torture and kill she reveals
aspects of the dark motivations of this most famous of living serial
killers that have never before been revealed in this book katherine
ramsland presents an intelligent original and rare glimpse into the
making of a serial killer and the potential darkness that lives next door

Anatomy of a Murderer 2016-10-18

Portrait of a Murderer 2017-09-10

A Gentle Murderer 2014-02-04

Anatomy of a Murder 1961

Portrait of a Murderer 2021

The Wicked Boy 2016-07-12

Charles Jessold, Considered as a Murderer
2011-02-01

Dissecting Anatomy of a Murder 2021-05-15

Confession of a Serial Killer 2016-09-06
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